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9/11/13 Al Iraqiya nightly news 

 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

Today's evening news covers the Syrian crisis developments, Iraq to 

soon increase oil production, FM Hoshyar Zebari met with the U.N 

committee over compensation to Kuwait and PM Haidar Al-Abadi  says 

the value of the Iraqi Dinar will improve substantially in the coming 

weeks. 

 

- Local news: In Anbar province security forces arrested two men 

suspected of running the largest car rigging assembly site ever 

discovered; security sources say that most of the cars were stolen and the 

original owners were killed - 11 suspected terrorists were arrested in Tel 

Massoud and Al-Shirqat with 28 bombs and a large number of arms and 

explosive making materials.  The army, air force helicopters and security 

services continue their searches for terrorists and explosive making 

factories in areas ranging from the south to the vast desert in the west 

especially near the Syrian borders - In an address televised nationally al 

Maliki expressed his satisfaction with the meetings that included the 

three branches of government and heads of political parties; the 

meetings resulted in a joint statement demonstrating that all Iraqi 

factions approve of Al Maliki's 8 point political solution to the Syrian 

crisis and they all agreed that security and fighting the terrorists is Iraq's 

primary objective. 

 

Tribal leaders, Iraqi MPs and officials strongly criticized Saudi Arabia 

for its continuous sectarian interference in Iraq and its rejection for the 

invitation issued to certain tribal chiefs and personalities. 
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Baghdad province started the distribution of land for residential purposes 

among the municipality's employees; the distribution was based on a 

lottery like drawing of names. 

 

Kurdistan is going full steam in preparation for the upcoming 

parliamentary elections. 

 

The Prime Minister sent 3 delegates to neighboring countries to gain 

support for his 8 point plan for the Syrian crisis regionally; he expressed 

his gratitude to the Russian initiative and efforts and Obama's reaction. 

  

The head of the Iraqi parliament Osama al Nujaifi accompanied by 

members of the parliament is visiting his Turkish counterpart in a 

gesture to resolve both countries differences and strengthen their 

relationship for the common good; he will also meet with Prime Minister 

Erdogan and the Turkish Foreign Minister. 

 

 

- Regional news: Syria - The world's eyes are on the developing 

diplomatic initiative that basically calls for Syria to place all its chemical 

weapons arsenal under the control of the united nations with the ultimate 

goal of destroying them; U.S Secretary of State John Kerry will meet 

with his Russian counterpart Sergei Lavrov tomorrow in Geneva in an 

effort to reach an agreement acceptable to all members of the U.N 

Security Council - Syrian Foreign Minister Walid al Moualem 

confirmed Syria's readiness to join the convention that forbids the use of 

chemical weapons and its acceptance of the Russian initiative - President 

Obama wants to keep the naval force in the Mediterranean on the ready 

to keep the pressure on - The Syrian refugees problem is becoming 

worse by the day. 
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Egypt: The authorities said that terrorist attacks including suicide 

bombers against Egyptian security forces in the Sinai resulted in 11 

killed and scores injured; they blame the Muslim Brotherhood and 

Hamas for terror attacks and inciting violence across Egypt.  

 

Iran: the Iranian President said that his country is ready to conduct 

constructive talks about Iran's nuclear program. 

 

Libya: On the eve of the anniversary of the attack on the U.S consult in 

Benghazi that killed the U.S Ambassador and 3 others another explosion 

rocked the financial district with no casualties reported. 

 

  

- Financial news: Iraq exported 79.8 million barrels in August an average 

of over 2.5 million barrels daily; the oil minister said that the goal of 

exporting 3.25 million barrels daily will be achieved soon. 

  

The Ministry of Agriculture said that ambitious agricultural projects are 

being implemented and more are under study; scientific experiments are 

being conducted in different locations of the Euphrates river to 

determine the salinity of the river; hundreds of millions of U.S dollars 

will be needed for the projects. 

  

Tight monetary policy will bring real value to the Iraqi Dinar and will 

enhance confidence for the local and international private sector to 

invest in major Iraqi projects from oil exploration to power generation. 

 

British Standard Bank joining the banking sector in Iraq portrays 

confidence in Iraq's future economy and will attract other major banks 

and investment companies to join financial experts say. 
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Foreign Minister Hoshyar Zebari met with the U.N committee that 

oversees the progress of Iraq's compensation to Kuwait after the Gulf 

War.  Kuwait and Iraq are working on increasing their cooperation. 

 

Parliamentary Finance Committee Member Haidar Al-Abadi said that 

the value of the Iraqi Dinar will improve substantially in the coming 

weeks; the Dinar is "artificially" weak monetary and economic experts 

say and its true value should be higher. 

  

 

- Sports: Sulaimania soccer team wins over its police team counterpart. 

The iraqi football association fires the Serbian national football team 

coach. 

 

  

* Scrolling banner: The coming weeks will prove crucial for the 

economy's direction because of the possible Syrian diplomatic 

solution. 
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